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Abstract 
A new approach for document image analysis and verifica- 
tion is presented. The approach utilizes connected compo- 
nent analysis and geometric properties of labelled regions 
for region of interest extraction. Document images contain- 
ing PersiadArabic text combined with English text, head- 
lines, ruling lines, trade mark and cursive signature are used 
as a test data. PersiadArabic signature extraction is inves- 
tigated as 3 case study. The proposed method uses special 
characteristics of such signatures for extraction and verifi- 
cation procedures. A set of efficient, invariant and compact 
features is extracted utilizing spatial partitioning of the sig- 
nature region. Comparative results exhibit high extraction 
and verification rates. 

1 Introduction 
Multimedia processing is one of the major areas in infor- 
mation technology (IT). Automatic document analysis is a 
fundamental issue in many applications including optical 
character recognition (OCR), form and bank check reading 
and document image storage and retrieval. Document im- 
age understanding covering a variety of documents such as 
facsimiles [I], bank checks [21, business letters [3], f o n s  
[4], postal mail parcels [5] and technical articles [6, 71, has 
been an interesting research area for a long time [8] .  

Archaryya and Kundu introduce a new approach for clas- 
sification of a document image into text and graphics [9]. 
The approach is based on wavelet scale-space features of 
graphics and non-graphics components in  the document. Li 
and Gray [IO] dcveluped a method for segmenting docu- 
ment images into four classes: background, photograph, 
text and graph. The distribution patterns of wavelet coeffi- 
cients in high frequency hands are employed to extract fea- 
tures for the proposed classification. 

Page segmentation using background thinning is pro- 
posed in [ I l l .  The approach is effective hut sensitive to 
content and computationally expensive. Q. Wang and Z. 
Chi [121 improved the approach by speeding up the pro- 
cess through applying a hierarchical content classification 
and script determination. They introduced a neural network 
based classifier to classify a sub-image into text or picture. 
They also developed an algorithm that can determine Chi- 
nese and Western scripts in the text region using a three- 

layer feed forward network. 
Signature is one of the most important content in  offi- 

ciaVbusiness letters and bank checks. The effective extrac- 
tion and verification of the signature play an important role 
in  automatic processing of such documents. Moreover, pa- 
perless organizations are growing fast and the interaction 
with other paper-based organizations and individuals needs 
efficient methods for converting a paper-based document to 
an electronic version. Automated document and check sig- 
nature processing techniques consist of two main modules: 
a low-level processing for signature extraction and a high- 
level processing for signature verification. 

English signature analysis, verification and recognition 
have been studied extensively. They could be divided into 
two broad areas: on-line and off-line. A comparison he- 
tween wavelet-based and function-based on-line signature 
verification has been reported by Da Silva and De Fre- 
itas [I31 whilst Justin0 et al. [I41 have focused on off- 
line signature classification using Hidden Markov Models. 
PersiadArabic signatures however, have different charac- 
teristics. They usually are cursive sketches which are inde- 
pendent of the person's name while English signatures are 
often reshaped handwritten names. 

Normalized Zernike moment invariants (NZMI) is 
adopted by MPEG-7 standard as region-based shape de- 
scriptor [15]. NZMI and projection methods are studied for 
off-line Chinese signature verification in [16J. Different or- 
ders of moment invariants are tested and the results show 
better performance for NZMI method compared to the pro- 
jection method. 

A signature recognition approach based on line segment 
distribution (LSD) has been proposed recently [17]. The 
approach utilizes the derivative of the chain code to extract 
straight line segments which represent the signature. The 
affine invariant properties of the line segments including 
length and distance t+om the center of mass (COM) are used 
for the recognition task. The method is applied effectively 
on Persian signature and outperforms chain code histogram 
and invariant moments approaches. 

This paper proposes a new approach for signature-based 
document retrieval. It utilizes connected components analy- 
sis, labelling and geometric properties. The document may 
contain normal text, headlines, d i n g  lines, PersidArabic 
cursive signatures and trade marks anywhere in the docu- 
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ment. The signature is detected first and then feature ex- 
tracted and verified by a novcl spatial partitioning method. 
The partitioning method is based on accumulating pixels 
in the sectors defined adjacently in the signature region. 
We use the magnitude of the Fourier transform in order to 
achieve rotation invariance. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes 
major components of the proposed algorithm. Section 3 
presents comparative results and Section 4 gives conclud- 
ing remarks. 

%traction and Verification of " ienature 
We conGder official and business letters containing Per- 
sian/Arabic text combined with English characters, head- 
lines, ruling lines, trademarks (logos) and cursive signatures 
(see Fig. I example). 

2.1 Signature Extraction 
The main objective is to extract the signature region from 
the original image and transform it into a new compact fea- 
ture vector that supports measuring the similarity among 
signatures for validation aumoses. 

Figure I: A document image example 

Let I he the binary image of the original document. The 
connected components labelling operation [18] that per- 
forms the unit change from pixel to region is employed to 
label I as follows: all pixels that have value binary 1 and 
are connected to each other in an 8-connectivity neighbor- 
hood are given the same identification label. The label is a 
unique index of the region to which the pixels belong. For 
efficient implementation of the labelling algorithm we first 
run-length encode the input image I and then assign pre- 
liminary labels while scanning the runs and recording label 
equivalences in a local table. The equivalence classes are re- 
solved next and the runs are relabelled based on the resolved 
equivalence classes. 

Geometric properties including area, circularity, eccen- 
tricity, size and position of different labelled regions are ex- 
ploited to extract the signature region. The basic idea is to 
employ unique characteristic of cursive PeniadArahic sig- 
natures in the text to distinguish the region. Space limita- 
tions preclude presenting the details. 

2.2 Signature Verification 
The bounding box of the signature region is then normal- 
ized to J x J pixels using bilinear interpolation. The signa- 
ture enclosed within the normalized region B might overlap 
with other materials such as text or ruling lines. The un- 
wanted extra parts in the signature region are partially elim- 
inated by applying the algorithm given in [19]. The adverse 
effect of remaining unwanted regions is overcome by ap- 
plying angular-radial partitioning (ARP) process. The ARP 
algorithm will also ensure scaling and rotation invariance 
properties. 

The ARP algorithm uses the surrounding circle of B for 
partitioning it to 11.1 x N sectors, where ,VI is the number of 
radial partitions and N is the number of angular partitions. 
The angle between adjacent angular partitions is 0 = 2?i/N 
and the radius of successive concentric circles is p = R/M 
where R is the radius of the surrounding circle of the image 
B (see Fig. 2) .  

:am" 

= R  

Figure 2: Angular Radial Partitioning of a region to N an- 
gular and M radial sectors where k = 0,1,2. . . M - 1 and 
i=O,1 ,2  ... N -  1. 

The number of edge points in each sector of B is chosen 
to represent the sector feature. The scale invariant signature 
feature is then { f ( k , i ) }  where 

o+ O = ' Z "  

f o r k = O , l , 2  ... M - l a n d i = O , l , Z  ... N -  1 . T h e  
feature extracted above will he circularly shifted when the 
signature image B is rotated T = lZ?r/N radians (1  = 
0,1 ,2 . .  .). To show this, let B, denote the image B after 
rotation by r radians in counterclockwise direction: 
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B,(P,Q) = B(p,O-.r). 



are the signature feature elements for B, for the same k and 
i. We can express fT as 

= f(k,i - 1 )  

where i - 1 is a modulo bf subtraction. It means that there 
is a circular shift (for individual IC's) in the signature fea- 
ture {fT(k:i)} compared to the signature feature {f(k,i)} 
representing I, and I respectively. 

Using I-D discrete Fourier transform of f ( k , i )  and 
f,(k, i) for each k we obtain 

F ( k ,  U )  = + cE;l f ( k ,  i)e-jZ=Ui/N 

F , ( lc ,~)  = &EN--' t=O f,(k,i)e-j2"ui/N 

- L EN--' f(k, i - l)e-jznui/N 
N E=O - 

- 1 N - 1 4  f(k, i ) e - j Z ~ ~ ( i + l ) / N  

= ,-jz"u"NF(k, U ) .  

- F C i d  

Because of the property lF(k,  u)I = IF,(k, u)l, the scale 
and rotation invariant signature features are chosen as 0 = 
{IF(IC,o)/}fork= 0,1,2 ... b f - l a n d u  = 0,1, Z. . .  N -  
1. Experimental results (Section 3) confirm the robustness 
and efficacy of the extracted features. 

2.3 Similarity Measurement and Evaluation 
Method 

The similarity between the signature features is measured 
by the el (Manhattan) distance between the two feature vec- 
tors. That is 

where Si and Sj  are two different signatures. 
Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR) 

is used as retrieval performance measure. The ANMRR 
considers not only the recall and precision information but 
also the rank information among the retrieved images. It is 
defined in MPEG-7 standard [ZO] as follows: 

II.IRR(q) NMRR(q) = 
K + 0.5 - 0.5 * NG(q) 

1 Q  

Q 9=I 
A N M R R  = - x N h f R R ( q )  

where NG(q) is the number of ground truth images for a 
query 4. K = min(4 * NG(q),  2 *? G T M )  where GTM is 
max {NG(y)}  for all q's of a data set. RanIC(k) is the rank 
of the found ground truth images, counting the rank of the 
first retrieved image as one. A R a n k  of K + 1 is assigned 
to each of the ground truth images which are not in the first 
K retrievals. For example, suppose a given query qi has 
10 similar images in an image database ( N G  = 10). If an 
algorithm finds 6 of them in the top 20 retrievals ( K  = 20) 
in the ranks of 1,5,8,13,14 and 18, then the AVR(y<) = 
14.3, MRR(qi) = 8.8 and NMRR(qi)  = 0.5677. 

Note that NMRR and its average (ANMRR) will always 
he in the range of [0, 11. Based on the definition of AN- 
MRR, the smaller the ANMRR, the better the retrieval per- 
formance. 

3 Experimental Results 
We used a document image database containing 375 docu- 
ments signed by 75 different persons who have Persian or 
Arabic cursive signatures. The content of the images in- 
cludes a variety of mixed text of Arabic, Persian and En- 
glish alphanumerics with different fonts and sizes, a com- 
pany logo, some horizontal and vertical lines and a cursive 
signature. All documents are processed to generate a feature 
vector for the signature within the image. The processing 
involves: a) Signature region detection and h) Generation 
of a compact feature vector for the signature region in the 
document and also for the query presented by the user as a 
handwritten signature. 

For the detcction phase we applied the connected com- 
ponent analysis with a set of heuristic conditions based on 
PersiadArabic cursive signature geometry. The signature 
region was found correctly in 369 cases (98.4%) and the 
signature extracted completely in 363 cases (96.8%). This 
is due to the fact that some cursive signatures have several 
disjoint parts while the algorithm focuses on neighboring 
connected parts. 

For the generation of feature vector phase, we examined 
three different approaches. The first approach is based on 
line segment distribution (LSD) method which uses an 80- 
entry feature vector for the signature description [17]. The 
second approach is based on normalized Zemike moment 
invariants (NZMI) [16, 151. A 36-entry feature vector is 
obtained using the algorithm given in [15]. We applied 
J = 129, &f = 8 and N = 10 in the proposed ARP method 
resulting in an 80-entry feature vector R as explained in Sec- 
tion 2. The vectors are used to describe the signature region. 
Automatic links were established between feature vector of 
the extracted signature and the corresponding document im- 
age using tile names. This will enable the retrieval to he 
conducted automatically. 

We used ANMRR as retrieval performance measure. In 
our experiments the NG(q) = 5 for all q's, K = 10 and 
Q = 75. 

Table 1 exhibits ANMRR for normalized Zemike mo- 
ment invariants (NZMI), line segment distribution (LSD), 
and proposed angular-radial partitioning (ARP) methods. 
The retrieval performance of the proposed ARP approach 
is the best (0.2814). LSD method's performance is better 
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than NZMI method (0.3133<0.341 I). In time-based com- 
parison, NZMI approach is found to he the Fastest due to 
minimum vector-length (35 entries). On the other hand, it 
has the longest extraction time resulting from highcr com- 
putational cost arising in handling complex numbers. 

Table I: Retrieval performance of different methods mi 
ANMRR 0.341 I 0.3133 0.2814 

The LSD method is more sensitive to extra and eroded 
parts in the signature than the ARP method. The latter is 
more robust to such effects since it looks at larger areas 
(sectors) in the signature region and compares the spatial 
distribution of the pixels in the region of interest. 

4 Conclusion 
A new approach for signature-based analysis and verifi- 
cation of document images is proposed. Cursive Per- 
sian/Arabic signature recognition and verification are in- 
vestigated particularly. Connected component analysis and 
labelling along with geometric properties are used to ex- 
tract the signature image. A novel partitioning scheme is 
introduced for description of spatial distribution of pixels 
in the region of interest. The approach employs magni- 
tude of Fourier transform to achieve rotation invariant prop- 
erty. The approach is scale and translation invariant based 
on normalizing process. Experimental results exhibits bet- 
ter retrieval performance results compared to two other ap- 
proaches, using the ANMRR measure. The region of inter- 
est detection and feature extraction methods introduced in 
this paper can be employed in other applications including 
sketch-based shapdimage retrieval. 
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